
After a long day, it’s time to go to bed. Do you remember 
the way back to your charging station, rero Jr? 

Have a good rest. Good night~

.. . …go straight, 
turn right…. . .  

cross junction, 
turn left.. . …



Lesson 9

Count The Junctions



Let’s Code </></>

Step 1
Start with a Line Follow block.

Step 2
Followed by a 2WD block.

Line Sensor ID: 104
Servo ID (Left): 11
Servo ID (Right): 12
Speed: 500
Stop at Junction: 1

ID (Left): 11
ID (Right): 12
Direction: 1-Forward
Speed: 400



Step 3
3. Add a Delay block. Delay: 1.0 sec

Step 4
Insert another 2WD block and a Delay block too. Connect output from 
the last Delay block to the input of the Line Follow block.

Step 5
Upload the program to your rero Jr.



Let’s play
Place your robot on the Warehouse Track as shown. Play the file that you 
have just saved and observe rero Jr move in a square.



How does the 
program work?

Program starts 
from here Program 

repeats forever

Follow the line 
until 1st junction

Move forward until both 
wheels are on the junction

Turn 90 degrees 
to the left



Important
The robot will stop at the junction with line sensor above the line. In order to turn 
90 degrees at the junction, it has to move forward a little more until both its wheels 
are touching the line. This is because the pivot point of a differential drive robot is 
right between the two wheels.

Turn 90
degree

Pivot point

Move forward until 
the wheels are 
touching the line.



Similar to the previous program, tell rero Jr to move in a square but make it 
stop immediately after completing one lap.

Challenge

Hint: You can make use of the Counter block.
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Fun Facts
Since visible line on the floor is easily wear off due to frequent scratches by 
shoes, wheels and anything that makes contact with it, it is less practical to 
implement line following in the actual warehouse. 

To solve the problem, magnetic strip is introduced. These magnetic strips are 
installed in the floor of facility and a special hall effect sensor is used to pick up 
the magnetic field created and thus enable the robot to position itself 
precisely on the magnetic track while moving.

Magnetic Strip


